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VINE TALK 
 
Harvest!  The Pinots are maturing nicely and 
the Chardonnays are taking on that lumi-
nescent glow that promises golden luscious 
fruit. By the time you read this the Syrahs, 
Merlot, and Cabernets will be well on their way 
to the final phase of ripening. Pinot Noir vine-
yards will be harvesting.  
 
If we get a heavy fall rain there may be need 
for a late season botrytis spray of Elevate. This 
is only necessary if we get a significant rain 
and if your vineyard is already suffering from 
mildew damage and is yet weeks away from 
harvest. Your best defense against late 
morning fog and heavy dew is canopy 
management. Create an environment within 
your canopy that allows the clusters to dry out 
quickly. Even if you have to resort to a late 
season spray it will do no good if you can’t get 
adequate coverage. Maintain vigilance on late 
season irrigation practices as well. Try not to 
let your canopy die out too quickly. The leaves 
are your photosynthetic sugar factory and you 
need green healthy leaves to keep the fruit 
ripening. Though we may never get our late 
season heat this year it is important to pay 
attention and be prepared for some measured 
irrigation if the days heat up or the canopy 
appears to be shutting down.  After harvest 
give your vines a deep drink (8 hours or more) 
to allow them to shut down and recover 
nutrients for next year’s crop. 
 
2005 has been a bit of a challenging year.  
Unseasonable spring rains in June and July 
have created havoc among some growers, 
especially in Chardonnay vineyards with 
historic mildew infections. Once you are into 
verasion, the mildew pressure will subside. If 
you have mildew damage you may need to 
keep some Elevate in the storage shed 

 

 
 
available to apply to healthy clusters in case of 
any significant late season rain. Elevate has a 
reach back effect of up to 72 hours post rain 
event. Elevate can only be used 3 times a year 
and is a fungicide specific to Botrytis.   
 
Even more than spraying, the most important 
defense against botrytis is canopy manage-
ment. In fact if anything can be said about 
management of vineyards in 2005 it is canopy 
management, often and early. Shoot thinning 
was required in many vineyards this year 
usually more than once. Leaf removal around 
newly set clusters was essential.  If you have 
not harvested yet be sure to cut apart clusters 
that are too tightly bound together or are 
crushed against some part of the trellis.  
 

Next Meeting  
 
October 19 : Next VASCM Meeting  
3:00pm, “Post-Harvest Crop Management, 
Including Cover Crops, Weed Control, etc.” 
at Lester Family Vineyards at Deer Park Ranch, 
Aptos (directions on last page) 
•  Business meeting.  
•  ‘Vine Talk’ 
•  Presentation: Richard Smith, UC Extension 
•  Wine tasting 
 

… And Events 
 
November 19: Fall Passport Day in the Santa 
Cruz Mountains 
 
January 24-26, 2006: Unified Wine & Grape 
Symposium, Sacramento 
(www.unifiedsymposium.com) 
 
 



 
Pinot Noirs are especially sensitive to heat 
events that occur suddenly after a steady 
pattern of foggy mornings. If your Pinot is not 
yet harvested be on guard against the 
response of shrivel to a sudden heat spike on 
water stressed vines. Even though this has 
been a cool fall things can still change with 
short notice. 
 
There are monitoring tools available to help 
you determine exactly how much water you 
need and when. The pressure bomb that 
measures water in the plant tissue is probably 
the most timely and accurate way to gauge 
water stress in the vine. There are also several 
different types of soil monitoring tools all of 
which have improved over the years.   
 
Visual aids are always useful. Look at the tips 
of your vines. Are the tendrils growing past the 
tip? If so, your vines probably don’t need 
water. Are the tendrils falling off? You probably 
should have watered last week. The drawback 
to visual aids is they are often a little after the 
fact but it’s better than nothing.  
 
The bottom line is that your vines are probably 
going to need extra help going into severe heat 
events, especially if you have Pinot Noir or 
Syrah.   Cabernet, Chardonnay, and Merlot 
seem to hold up better but if you have 
historically seen significant shrivel in your 
vineyard consider trying some late season 
deficit irrigation techniques. In a season like 
this one many vineyards have not watered at 
all up until this point. Irrigation is a site specific 
thing so there is no one fits all schedule that 
works for everybody. Keep walking your 
vineyards and tasting the fruit. Look at your 
records. Talk to your winemakers. If your vines 
look thirsty they probably are and contrary to 
folk wisdom anorexic vines do not produce the 
best fruit. Love your vines and care for them 
with the attention of a parent. Give them a little 
drink when it’s hot. 
 
Put out mealy bug traps one more time to 
catch any late season flies in your vineyard.  
No positive ID’s were made from the traps that 
have been turned in so far. Keep checking. 
 
Plan your cover crop and order seed. In 
weaker vineyards a simple blend of barley or 
oats and bell beans can be a wonderful soil 
builder and stabilizer. In mature vineyards that 
could use some vigor reduction, consider a 

permanent cover crop of a clover and fescue 
blend. There are many pre-formulated cover 
crop blends that are designed for specific 
vineyard conditions. Vineyard floor manage-
ment is an essential tool for producing 
premium fruit and reducing labor and spray 
costs in the coming year due to excessive 
vigor or poor soil conditions. Planted vineyard 
floors also allow tractor access in the winter to 
apply dormant sprays or perform weed control. 
 
Most of all enjoy your vineyard as you patiently 
await the perfect moment of harvest. There is 
nothing like an early fall morning stroll among 
the vines, sampling the extraordinary flavors 
that the unique appellation of the Santa Cruz 
Mountains can provide. As the sugars go up 
our hopes for the next best vintage soar. 
 
Buena suerte y salud! 
 
Prudy Foxx    
President, Viticulture Assn.  
of the Santa Cruz Mountains 
 
 
 
 

Hangtime and Extended Ripening 
- A Presentation by Stan Grant at 

VASCM’s August 9 Meeting 
 

This presentation discussed the findings to 
date of a review of currently available 

documentation concerning extended ripening 
conducted by CAWG, the California 

Association of Winegrape Growers. Current 
documentation is not extensive, but additional 

trials are being conducted throughout the State 
and following this year’s harvest will contribute 

to the research. We had a preview of the 
presentation Stan Grant will be making at the 

Unified Symposium in January. 
 It’s a little late for this year, but if you wish to 
contribute data in the future or do your own 

‘experiment’, the protocol can be found on the 
VASCM website at www.vascm.org. It involves 
weekly sampling and measurement starting at 

about 21o Brix and leaving some grapes to 
measure until 30o Brix.  

 
Extended ripening is a fairly recent phenome-
non that seems to have accompanied the 
grape glut, and the growing prevalence of big, 
robust wines. Specifically, this means letting 
the fruit hang longer than ‘usual’ in order to 



acquire more so-called ‘desirable’ flavors and 
aromas, which by and large include fruity 
characteristics (i.e. berry and cherry.  
Generally, vegetative flavors, such as grass, 
bell pepper and green vegetables, are 
considered ‘undesirable’. Hangtime refers to 
the period of time the fruit is left on the vine, 
and certainly you want the fruit to fully ripen. 
Extended ripening takes this to an ‘extreme’ 
length of time, where fruit usually harvested at, 
for example, 24 o Brix or so is encouraged to 
hang until 27 o, 28 o, even 30o Brix. 
 
Growers’ concerns about extended ripening 
include: yield loss; increased risk of fruit 
damage and disease (i.e. botrytis bunch rot); 
and shortened post harvest periods, which 
may reduce the plant’s ability to store reserves 
for the following year. To what extent are these 
concerns substantiated? Stan Grant and the 
California Association of Winegrape Growers 
(CAWG) set out to review all of the available 
documentation on the topic to find out. So far, 
available research indicates that: 
 
1. Extended ripening does not necessarily 
improve ‘desired’ flavors, and in fact can 
reduce them. Vegetative flavors are most 
prevalent at veraison, degrade slowly, and are 
hardly present when the fruit is fully ripe. At 
optimal ripeness the fruit enjoys a 1:1 glucose/ 
fructose balance, but glucose sugar levels 
actually taper off with overripening. Dessication 
concentrates solids as the fruit ripens, and 
‘desirable’ flavors decline as overripe flavors, 
such as raisin, date, prune, jammy, and dried 
fruit increase. Overripening also leads to loss 
of acidity and higher pH levels. 
 
2. Extended ripening does result in 
significant yield loss.  Beyond optimal 
ripeness fruit loses water and therefore, 
weight. Using a yield model, a loss of 0.1 
grams resulted in the loss of 0.5 tons per acre 
for a yield of about 4.0 tons per acre at 
conventional ripeness. In reality, yield loss 
during overripening is dependent on several 
factors, such as berry size and water content 
at ripeness, weather conditions, variety and 
other vineyard attributes. One trial documented 
a 5.2% yield loss in Syrah with an extended 
ripening that raised its Brix level by 3.1 points; 
and for Grenache by 10.6% over 3.9 points 
Brix.  (And then, it is not unusual for wineries to 
add the water back during the winemaking 
process.) 
 

3. Extended ripening does not have an 
overtly deleterious effect on healthy 
vineyards, but does increase the risk of 
decline in vineyards challenged by pests, 
diseases, deficiencies, disorders, and 
stresses. 
 
4. Extended ripening does not prohibit the 
plant from storing minimum reserves for 
the next year, but does reduce the 
accumulation of ‘extra’ reserves.  The 
available documentation indicates that post-
harvest periods are not essential for healthy 
plants to sustain vine health, but it certainly is 
beneficial. By mid-season the plant 
accumulates the minimum carbohydrates 
necessary for next-year growth in its root 
system, but additional carbs that support the 
plant’s vigour and aid in more rapid ripening 
accumulate through the remainder of the year. 
Vines that have been compromised during the 
year especially rely on the post-harvest period 
to store nutrients and recover for the following 
year, and if not given the opportunity can lead 
to vine decline. 
 
Ultimately, what is most important is to design 
and manage the vineyard well so that sugars 
and flavors develop early, and the fruit does 
not need to undergo extended ripening. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

It’s Not Too Late to Use the Buy/Sell 
Exchange!! 

 
If you are a grower looking for a home for your 
grapes, or a winemaker wanting a source of 

fruit, use VASCM’s Buy/Sell Exchange, to make 
the connections. The Exchange is a mechanism 

for growers and wineries to connect for the 
purpose of buying and selling appellation 

grapes, as well as other wine industry related 
services and products.  

 
We still have Syrah and Merlot to be 

harvested in October listed on the Exchange. 
 

To participate on the Exchange, send an email 
message to the list mailman at VASCM-
owner@kkn.net. You can also view the 

Exchange listings on our website at 
www.VASCM.org. 



 
Farm Water Quality Planning Short 
Course – November in Santa Cruz 

 
If you were unable to participate in the water 
quality course held in May in our area 
especially for winegrape growers to meet the 
new requirements, you still have several 
additional chances this year to take this class 
sponsored by UCCE and the Farm Bureau. 
You are required to get at least 5 continuing 
education units by 12/31/05 to get next year’s 
waiver. You can get these credits through any 
applicable course, but for the UCCE class 
these times and locations could be a little more 
convenient for you: 
 
October, Gilroy   
*November, Santa Cruz  (vineyards) 
December, Hollister  (in Spanish) 
February 2006, Hollister  (orchards, vineyards) 
May 2006, Gilroy   
May 2006,  Gilroy   
October 2006, Gilroy  
November 2006, Hollister  
 
For more information or to register, contact the 
UCCE office at 805/788-2321. For more     
information on the water quality requirements, 
go to www.vascm.org.  
 
Note: The Santa Cruz class in November 
specifically addresses vineyards. This 
class will fill up quickly – register early. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Membership Dues Raised to $50 
 

At the June meeting the membership agreed to 
increase annual dues from $25 to $50, with all 
renewals due January 1. Since it was mid-year 

at the time of this decision, it was further 
agreed that anyone renewing for the remainder 
of 2005 could do so for $25 (half the new $50 
dues). Anyone wishing to pay the full $50 is 
certainly welcome to do so. This has caused 
some confusion. If you paid the full amount we 
are happy to apply the extra $25 to next year’s 
dues if you would like. Just contact our 
Treasurer, Lawrence Ives at 408-741-8680 or 
rlives@calcreek.com. 
 

On the Website 
 

Check out the new features and information 
available on the website at 
http://www.vascm.org. It is a great resource! 
 

- Summaries and presentations from 
prior   meetings 

- Seasons in the vineyard: newsletter 
articles and meeting info for vineyard 
practices according to time of year 

- List of vineyard resources, i.e. vineyard 
consultants, suppliers, etc. 

- CAWG newsletters 
- And more! 

 
 
 
 

Thank you to our committee and all the 
volunteers who helped make our exhibit at 
the Santa Cruz County Fair such a success, 
and everyone who held fort at the booth.  It 

was a terrific exhibit. Thank you!  
 

Frank Remde 
Barbara & Pete Woodruff 

Judy & Jim Schultze 
Andre & Anne Kobel 

Sandy & Howard Hickok 
Claude & Evelyn Solanas 

Berna Bruzzone 
David Moore 

Natalain Schwartz 
Carla Hillhouse 

Lynda Anderson 
Joe Morris 
Prudy Foxx 

Mary Lindsay 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Turn in Your Mealybug Traps at Next 
Meeting  – More Available 

 
Please bring to our next meeting the Vine 
Mealybug traps distributed by the Santa Cruz 
Agricutural Commissioner's Office - even if you 
don’t see anything trapped in it. We have been 
distributing these traps at each meeting since 
April in order to help track the spread of the 
pest. New ones will be available. Traps should 
be changed every 6-8 weeks.  For more 
information call:  Juan Hidalgo at 763-8080 at 
the Ag. Commissioners Office. 
 



 
Directions to Lester Family Vineyards at 
Deer Park Ranch  
(2000 Pleasant Valley Rd, Aptos):   
Take Hwy 1 south to Freedom Blvd. exit.   
Go inland for approximately 4 miles.   
Turn left onto Hames Road (across from 
  Cabrillo Sand & Gravel. 

   
 
 

 

 
 

Go 1 mile to the T-intersection.   
Turn left onto Pleasant Valley Road.  Go about 1 mile.   
Vineyard is on the right.  Gates will be open                                                                                                 

 
. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The Viticulture Association of the 
Santa Cruz Mountains  
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Officers of the Viticulture Association of 
the Santa Cruz Mountains: 
 
President:  Prudy Foxx, 831-359-9100, 
Prudyfoxx@aol.com 
 
Treasurer:  Lawrence Ives, Calabazas Creek 
Research, 408-741-8680, 
rlives@calcreek.com 
 
Program Chair/newsletter editor:   
Mary Lindsay, Muns Vineyard/Lindsay PR, 
408-984-7242, mary@munsvineyard.com 
 


